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Physics Concepts Mrs. Buchan
2018-19 Mr. Marretta

Welcome to Physics Concepts! The goal of this course is to learn the concepts of physics by actively 
engaging in the scientific process: observation, hypothesis, testing, and application. Modern day scientists
work in collaboration with other scientists in order to solve complex problems. Class work will often be 
group work, and active participation is crucial to the group’s success. 

Teacher contact info:
dbuchan@bhpsnj.org
(908) 464-3100 x2332

jmarretta@bhpsnj.org
(908) 464-3100 x2361

Extra help times:
First half of lunch on days 1 and 2 in room 210
Second half of lunch on day 4 in room 210
Blocks C, D, or H if you have study hall
Before school (7:00) in room 210
After school by appointment

Textbook: 
Physics

Required Supplies:
Binder or sturdy folder (there will be numerous handouts that you must keep organized)
Scientific Calculator
Pencil & quality eraser

Grading and Activities:
Your course grade will be based on how hard you work, both in class and on the homework assignments, 
labs, projects, quizzes, tests, and exams. Marking period grades will be determined by total points, which 
will generally correspond to the following percentages:

 Activity Percentage
Preparation & Participation 5%
Homework 10%
Do-Now (Homework Checks) 10%
Lab Reports 5%
Projects  10%
Quizzes 10%
Tests                                                                          50%      

 Grand Total 100%
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Description of activities:

Preparation & Participation: In order to maximize your potential, you must come to class prepared and 
behave in a manner that allows everyone in the class to learn. You will receive a P&P score each week. 
You start with 100% each week but will lose points for:

 Being tardy to class
 Coming to class without required materials
 Texting, earbuds/music, games, or any other phone use during class
 Use of iPad during class other than for teacher-approved purposes
 Any other behavior that is disrupting to the class

Homework: Homework will be assigned frequently, generally 3 – 4 times per week. Research shows that 
when you reflect on new information within the first eight hours, you increase the chances of making 
permanent connections in your brain. Homework will generally be graded for effort and completion only, 
not correctness. Homework will generally be submitted via Google classroom.

Do-Now (Homework Checks): Approximately every other day there will be a very short do-now 
assessment based on the homework and classwork from the previous two days. The purpose of the 
homework checks is to ensure you understand the material. If you wish to improve your grade on a 
homework check, you may come for extra help on the material, and after discussing the topic with me you
will be allowed to take an alternate version of the homework check. Your grade will be the higher of the 
two grades earned.

Lab Reports: For full-period lab investigations you will complete a write-up in your lab packet.  You will 
be expected to describe the experiment, record and analyze your data, and answer the questions from the 
handout. The lab packets will be graded at the end of each marking period.

Quizzes: Occasionally there will be a short quiz based on the topic we are currently studying. Quizzes will
always be announced, usually two days in advance. The purpose of the quizzes is to help you focus on the
physics ideas and concepts over a larger time frame than the homework checks but less than a test. You 
will have the opportunity to resubmit quizzes to improve your grade. To recover points lost on a quiz, you 
must submit the quiz corrections form including the corrected solution to all of your incorrect questions, a
short explanation of what you did wrong, how you corrected it, and what you have learned. You can 
recover up to half of the points lost initially, so for example a grade of 60% can be improved to 80%.

Tests: At the end of each instructional unit you will be assessed on the topics we studied. All test dates 
will be announced approximately one week ahead and study guides will be provided. (Note: Point 
recovery is not available for tests.)

Topics to be explored (order may vary):
Motion (Kinematics)
Accelerated Motion
Forces & Newton's Laws (Dynamics)
Circular & Two-Dimensional Motion
Collisions (Momentum)

Energy
Electrostatics & Magnetism
Circuits
Waves & Sound
Light & Optics
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Scientific Learning Cycle

1) Observational Experiment(s): Collect data about a new concept.

2) Make a hypothesis: A hypothesis is a general pattern, model, or rule developed from observations. 
What pattern is there in the data? What statement can explain the data? It is NOT a guess.

3) Prediction based on the hypothesis: If the hypothesis is correct, what results would we expect?         
A prediction is a statement that describes the outcome of a specific experiment (prior to conducting 
the experiment) if the hypothesis is correct.

     IMPORTANT: The prediction is NOT what YOU think will happen. It is based on the hypothesis.

4) Testing Experiment: Compare results to the prediction. Is the hypothesis supported (results match the 
prediction) or disproven (results differ from the prediction)?

5) Application Experiments: If the hypothesis is consistently supported over multiple testing 
experiments, we can apply it to solve problems & explain events.
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